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Hybrid quantum Õclassical study of ICN in an Ar matrix: Photofragmentation
and cage exit
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The Ã continuum photoexcitation of ICN in an Ar matrix is studied using an implementation of the
molecular dynamics with quantum transitions method of Tully. Five excited electronic potential
energy surfaces of the ICN molecule,3P01 , 1P1(A8,A9), 3P1(A8,A9), as well as its ground state,
are included in these calculations. The couplings between electronic states at large I–CN
internuclear distances are modeled using a diatomic in molecules treatment of the mixing of the
different spin-orbit states of iodine induced by the Ar atoms. The electronic motion, as well as the
I–CN distance and the corresponding bending angle, are treated quantum mechanically using
wave-packet techniques. The rotation and translation of the ICN molecule in the Ar cage are treated
classically, as well as the motion of the Ar atoms. In contrast with previous calculations, in which
all nuclear degrees of freedom were treated classically, we found a 2% of CN cage exit during the
first 0.5 ps of the dynamics. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!00427-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photodissociation of small molecules in rare gas m
trices has been the subject of several experimental1–9 and
theoretical studies.10–20 This process is a prototype of rea
tion dynamics in the condensed phase. The ICN molec
has been largely studied in the gas phase as a model of d
photodissociation, where the presence of a strong nona
batic coupling between two excited electronic potential
ergy surfaces~PES! determines the final state distributions
dissociation fragments.21–53

The excitation of ICN into theÃ continuum leads, in the
gas phase, to dissociation into two final channels46,41,22,38,37

ICN~X 1S1!1hn~3.525 eV!

→ICN* ~3P1 , 3P01, 1P1!H I~2P3/2!1CN~X 2S1!

I* ~2P1/2!1CN~X 2S1!
.

~1!

There are at least three excited electronic states contribu
to the photodissociation dynamics in this energy range~see
Fig. 1!. Two of them (3P1 and1P1) are doubly degenerat
in the linear configuration. This degeneracy is broken in
Cs symmetry group of the bent molecule. Thus, six coup
PES (3P1(A8,A9), 3P01, 1P1(A8,A9), X 1S1) were in-
cluded in the calculations.Ab initio PES were calculated b
Morokuma and co-workers in order to describe th
process.54,55

To model the population transfers between different IC
electronic surfaces, the nonadiabatic couplings are nee
Two of the PES of ICN (3P01 and 1P1) present a conica
intersection at short I–CN distances that exists both in
1020021-9606/2000/113(3)/1027/8/$17.00
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gas phase and the condensed phase. In the latter, how
the environment induces additional couplings which are p
ticularly efficient at large internuclear distances between
two fragments.

The photofragmentation of ICN excited in the region

the Ã continuum involves very strong vibronic coupling
Therefore, a treatment of the electronic and nuclear intram
lecular vibrational states with the same level of accuracy
required. This is why, in this work, we present a model f
ICN in an Ar matrix in which, in addition to the electroni
dynamics, the internal vibrational degrees of freedom of IC
are treated quantum mechanically. We utilize an exten
implementation of the MDQT~molecular dynamics with
quantum transitions! method56,57 to study this model. While
the quantum nuclear coordinates are propagated as cou
wave packets on the six electronic PES, the classical v
ables evolve on a single electronic PES and they can
from one surface to another with a probability given by t
MDQT method.

It is important to mention two features of the IC
photofragmentation in an Ar matrix. First, the fact that the
is a first direct collision between CN and one of the Ar a
oms, as has been shown in previous calculations.58 This
strong localized collision does not allow us to treat the
matrix as a bath modeled by Gaussians where an harm
motion of Ar atoms is required.59–61 Second, the couplings
between the ICN electronic states at large I–CN distan
are spatially delocalized in a wide range of the ICN coor
nates. This makes inappropriate the use of techniques
are shown to be useful for multidimensional systems wh
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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the regions of nonadiabatic coupling are spatia
localized.62,63

In the condensed phase, the ICN photodissociation
namics has been studied previously by seve
authors.64–70,58In the case of ICN embedded in a cryogen
Ar matrix, previous molecular dynamics simulations ha
found no cage exit of the fragments.67,58 This does not agree
with recent experimental results71 which have found a smal
but detectable amount of cage exit. The aim of this work w
to study the effect of a quantum treatment of the ICN vib
tional coordinates in the first stages of the photodissocia
dynamics. In particular, we were interested in check
whether such a treatment could reproduce the experimen
observed cage exit of CN.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Coupled wave-packet MDQT

The hybrid quantal/classical approach consists of div
ing the total number of degrees of freedom into a quant
part and a classical part. In the present work we use
molecular dynamics with quantum transitions~MDQT!56,57

method of Tully, in which the electronic degrees of freedo
x and some of the nuclear degrees of freedomXq are de-
scribed by coupled wave packets, while the other nuc
coordinatesXcl are treated classically.

In this work the wave functionF(Xq ,x,t) that describes
the quantum-mechanical state at timet is written as

F~Xq ,x,t !5(
j

n

F j~Xq ,x,t !

5(
j

n

c j~Xq,t !f j~x;Xq ,Xcl~ t !!, ~2!

the c j (Xq,t) being nuclear wave packets associated to
diabatic electronic statesf j (x;Xq ,Xcl(t)). These wave
packets are propagated in time by integrating the coup
wave-packet equations

FIG. 1. Potential energy curves for collinear ICN.
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]c i~Xq,t !

]t
5(

j

n

Hq,i j ~Xq ,Xcl~ t !!c j~Xq,t !, ~3!

where

Hq,i j ~Xq ,Xcl~ t !!5Kq~Xq!d i j 1Vi j ~Xq ,Xcl~ t !!, ~4!

with Kq(Xq) being the kinetic energy operator associated
the quantum nuclear coordinatesXq andVi j (Xq ,Xcl(t)) the
corresponding diabatic potential matrix elements.

The classical trajectories are run on a single electro
state Fk(t)5Fk(Xq ,x,t) @see Eq. ~2!# according to the
Hamilton’s equations of motion

Ẋcl5^Fk~ t !u
]H

]PXcl

uFk~ t !&/^Fk~ t !uFk~ t !&,

~5!

ṖXcl
52^Fk~ t !u

]H

]Xcl
uFk~ t !&/^Fk~ t !uFk~ t !&,

where the brackets imply the integration over the electro
~x! and nuclear quantum variables (Xq) and H
5H(x,Xq ,Xcl) is the total Hamiltonian.

At each time step the classical trajectory can hop fr
one surface to another. The hopping probability from st
F i to F j was calculated using56,57

gi→ j~ t !

5
Dt

\

2 Im$^c i~Xq,t !uVi j ~Xq ,Xcl~ t !!uc j~Xq,t !&%

^c i~Xq,t !uc i~Xq,t !&
, ~6!

where Vi j (Xq ,Xcl(t)) is the coupling matrix element be
tween the electronic statesi and j . A velocity adjustment
during a hop is made according to72

PXcl8
5PXcl

2g¹Xcl
^c i~Xq,t !uVi j ~Xq ,Xcl~ t !!uc j~Xq,t !&,

~7!

where PXcl8
and PXcl

are the classical momenta afte

and before the transition, respectively. The value ofg
is obtained by imposing energy conservation. In ad
tion, if ^c j (Xq,t)uVj j (Xq ,Xcl(t))uc j (Xq,t)&.^c i(Xq,t)u
Vii (Xq ,Xcl(t))uc i(Xq,t)&, and if there is not enough kineti
energy to ensure energy conservation, the hop is forbidd

B. Application to ICN–Ar

To treat the ICN molecule, we used the Jacobi vectorR,
joining I to the CN center of mass,r , the internuclear vector
of CN, and RCM , corresponding to the center of mass
ICN. In the present work, the Jacobi I–CN distanceR and
the bending angleu betweenR and r were treated quantum
mechanically. The C–N internuclear distancer was fixed at
its equilibrium positionr eq52.2372 a.u. Previous calcula
tions have shown that this coordinate does not play an
portant role in the dissociation process.40,58 The coupled
wave packetsc j (R,u,t) satisfy Eqs.~3! and ~4! with

Kq~R,u!52
\2

2m I,CN

]2

]R2 2\2S 1

2m I,CNR2

1
1

2mCNr eq
2 D 1

sinu

]

]u
sinu

]

]u
, ~8!
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where mCN5mCmN /(mC1mN), m I,CN5mI(mC1mN)/
(mI1mC1mN), and

Vi j ~R,u,t !5Vi j
ICN~R,u!1Vi j

int~R,u,t !, ~9!

whereVi j
ICN(R,u) are the electronic diabatic potential matr

elements, andVi j
int(R,u,t) the corresponding matrix elemen

of the Ar–ICN interaction potential~although not explicitly
written, they are also functions of all Ar coordinates!.

In order to simulate the photoexcitation, we used
following initial conditions for the wave-packet componen

c f~R,u,t50!5m f i~R,u!c i~R,u!, f Þ i , ~10!

wherei is the electronic ground state,c i(R,u) is the corre-
sponding ground vibrational state, andm f i(R,u) are the tran-
sition dipole moments.

The other nuclear degrees of freedom, that is, the th
Euler’s angles specifying the orientation of the ICN mo
ecule, the ICN center of mass coordinates, and the ar
Cartesian coordinates, were all treated classically. We so
Eqs.~5! with

H5S 1

2m I,CNR2 1
1

2mCNr eq
2 D Pf8

2

sin2 u
1

J2

2m I,CN
2

j "J

m I,CNR2

1TAr1TCM
ICN1Vint1VAr–Ar, ~11!

where

TCM
ICN5

1

2M
~PXCM

2 1PYCM

2 1PZCM

2 ! ~12!

and

TAr5
1

2mAr
(
a

nAr

~PXa

2 1PYa

2 1PZa

2 ! ~13!

are the kinetic energies of ICN center of mass and the
atoms, respectively.Vint is the ICN–Ar interaction potentia
andVAr–Ar is the Ar–Ar potential.

The J and j are the angular momentum of ICN and CN
respectively. At this point it is important to note that, whi
the expression forJ2 is completely classical, the Corioli
term j "J is a mixed quantum/classical term~see the Appen-
dix!.

FIG. 2. The ICN molecule at its initial disubstitutional position in the ce
tral unit cell of the Ar matrix (x8,y8 plane!.
e
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C. Potentials and couplings

The ICN electronic potential energy surfac
@3P1(A8,A9), 3P01, 1P1(A8,A9), X 1S1#, interstate cou-
plings at short I–CN distances, and transition moments
well as the Ar–ICN and Ar–Ar interaction potentials used
this work, were taken from Morokuma and co-workers.55,70

Interstate couplings at large I–CN distances were
tained from a diatomic in molecules~DIM ! treatment73–76,12

of the mixing between different spin-orbit states of iodi
induced by the argon atoms, with the potential parame
determined by Neumark and collaborators.77 The procedure
to obtain ICN states and couplings at large I–CN distance
similar to that used in previous work.76,12,58Briefly, the dif-
ferent states correlating with I (2P3/2)1CN(X2S1)
1Ar( 1S0) are written asuJ,V&, whereJ andV stand for the
total electronic angular momentum of ICN and its projecti
onto the quantization axis, respectively. These states are
pressed as combinations of uncoupled sta
uJI ,V I&uJCN,VCN&. The effects of the CN orientation a
large CN–I distances are neglected. Then, theuJI ,V I& and
uJCN,VCN& states are written in the L–S representation. T
procedure was applied, as in previous work,58 only for dis-
tances large enough so that the value of the attractive c
ponent of the ground-state potential is less than the spin-o
constant of the I atom. Therefore, the uncoupled represe
tion of the ICN molecule is valid.

D. Numerical details

We have considered a system composed of ICN and
Ar atoms using the minimum image convention78 at the
boundaries. According to previous work, this number of
atoms corresponds to a box large enough to avoid size
fects for times up to a few picoseconds.67

The propagation of the coupled nuclear wave pack
was performed using the split-operator technique~SOT!.79–81

A discrete variable representation~DVR! of Legendre poly-

FIG. 3. Calculated absorption spectrum of ICN at Ar.
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the nuclear
wave packet associated to the3P01

electronic surface for a typical classi
cal trajectory.
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nomials was used for the angular coordinate~u!.82 We used
80 points in theu coordinate and a grid of 512 points in th
R coordinate. The spacing inR was 0.028 a.u. The time ste
dt for the quantal part of the system was 0.005 fs, wher
the classical time step wasDt5100dt. The Hamming
predictor–corrector algorithm was used in the propagation
classical coordinates.

First, a hybrid quantum/classical simulation of 25 ps w
run in the ground state with the ICN molecule placed i
tially in a disubstitutional site as sugested by Gerberet al.67

~Fig. 2!. The initial values of Euler’s angles were:uR8
5p/4 , fR85p/2 andf850. The initial ICN wave function
we used in this ground-state simulation was a station
wave function in then50 vibrational state of the ICN
ground electronic surface obtained by imaginary time pro
gation. The system was allowed to equilibrate during 5
arriving to a final temperature of;4 K ~average kinetic en-
ergy!. The last 20 ps were used to collect, every 250 fs, a
of initial wave functions and classical positions and m
menta for the subsequent photodissociation dynamics.

To avoid problems of nonphysical reflexions in the lim
its of the grid, we absorbed the wave packet using the s
ting method developed by Pernot and Lester.83 The absorp-
s

f

s
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it-

tion region was 10.3 Å,R,11.4 Å. It is important to stress
that this interval is outside the radius of first neighbors in
matrix ~see Fig. 2!. Thus, the calculated cumulative absor
tion probability can be interpreted as the probability for t
ICN molecule to escape the solvent cage.

A total of 40 photodissociation trajectories of 500 fs w
propagated in order to obtain reproducible results. While
quantum treatment of ICN internal degrees of freedom
much more time consuming than our previous calculatio
in which they were treated classically, the Ar atom oscil
tions and the Euler’s angles displacements are found to
movements of small amplitude and therefore well describ
with a minimum number of trajectories.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ICN absorption spectrum calculated from the au
correlation function after 500 fs of dynamics is shown in F
3.84 The weakness of the ICN–Ar van der Waals interactio
and the spread of the wave packet during the first collis
with the cage~after it reached the dissociation limit! leads to
a structureless absorption spectrum very similar to previ
results in the gas phase.40
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Similar to the gas phase dynamics, as soon as the
molecule is excited to the repulsive electronic PESs of thÃ
band, it starts moving out along the dissociative coordin
R. In Fig. 4, we show the time evolution of the wave-pack
component on the3P01 surface. We see that the compone
of the wave packet corresponding to a linear configurat
(u50) will be the first to interact strongly with the argo
matrix ~at ;60 fs). This is because the kinetic energy
excess after the excitation is localized along the radial co
dinate. During this first collision with the cage, the colline
part of the wave packet bounces~Fig. 4, 60–70 fs!, and starts
to overlap with the wave-packet portions that are arriv
more slowly in a nonlinear configuration~Fig. 4, 70–80 fs!.
Most of the wave packet bounces with angles close tou
5p/2, and R;5.5 Å ~Fig. 4, 90 fs!. This distance corre-
sponds roughly to the collision distance for the linear co
figuration (;4.5 Å) plus the C–N bond distance~1.2 Å! ~see
Fig. 2!. After the collision, interferences between the part
the wave packet that has already been reflected by the a
matrix and the one that is arriving to the cage boundary
clearly seen~Fig. 4, 110 fs!.

At longer times, due to the symmetry of the wave fun
tion around u5p, the part of the wave packet that a
proachesp interferes with the one that moves away fromp
~Fig. 4, 150 fs!. It is important to stress that theR vector
remains in the plane of the molecule throughout the simu
tion, while the r vector starts oscillating around that plan
after the collision. Thus, the process described in Fig. 4 ta

FIG. 5. Average over all the trajectories of~a! ^R(t)&, ~b! ^u(t)&.
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place mainly on they8z8 plane of the (x8,y8,z8) fixed frame
of the Ar matrix ~see Fig. 2!.

In Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! we show the averages ofR andu
over the trajectories for each of the nuclear wave-pac
componentsFk(Xq ,x,t). It is seen that the motion of the
different Fk(Xq ,x,t) components dephases rapidly after
fs. This shows clearly that a mean-field treatment of t
problem would not be appropriate, thus validating o
surface-hopping approach.

The most important result of these calculations is t
there is about 2% of permanent dissociation of ICN. This
displayed in Fig. 6, where we represent the time depende
of the average cumulative probability of cage exit. In t
present calculations, we used the absorption function:

f a5H e2a(R2b)2
if R.10.3 Å

1 if R,10.3 Å.
~14!

Results were converged with respect to small changes of
absorption region and absorption function parametersa and
b. The slow convergence in time of the average absorp
probability ~Fig. 6! as well as the fact that the average of t
wave packet bounces withR;5 Å ~Figs. 4 and 5!, a much
smaller distance than the grid boundaries, indicate that Fi
is not an artifact. This result is in good agreement with e
perimental results of Cherguiet al.71 and represents the mai
difference with previous theoretical results67,58 in which the
internal vibrational degrees of freedom of ICN were trea
classically.

The process of cage exit takes place during the first
fs of the photodissociation dynamics. After that time, t
cumulative probability of cage exit reaches its final const
value. In order to understand this behavior, we have rep
sented the time dependence of the average radial kinetic
ergy of ICN ~Fig. 7!. We can see that, after the first collisio
of the CN fragment with the Ar cage, the radial kinetic e
ergy of ICN is much smaller than before the collision. The
fore, any cage exit has to take place during this first collisi
The time dependence of the average ICN potential ene
VICN1Vint, is shown in Fig. 7. It presents a maximum
about 1 eV at the time of the first CN–cage collisio
(;60 fs). Subsequently, CN is much slower and it nev

FIG. 6. Normalized absorption probability in the@10.3 Å–11.4 Å# region.
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gets as close to the cage as in the first collision. It intera
with several Ar atoms, experiencing an average repuls
potential that changes slowly in time.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the photodissociation dynamics of I
in a cryogenic argon matrix using a hybrid quantum/class
technique based on the MDQT method of Tully.56,57 We
have introduced nuclear wave packets~one for each elec-
tronic state! describing the ICN internal vibrational coord
nates (R,u) in a matrix of 254 argon atoms. Thus, while th
ICN internal coordinates were propagated quantum mech
cally in a body-fixed frame of the ICN molecule, the oth
degrees of freedom were propagated classically in the sp
fixed frame of the matrix.

Six ICN electronic surfaces and their corresponding c
plings were included in the calculations.

It is important to mention that the restricted number
trajectories that can be run in condensed phase system
one of the principal limitations of the MDQT technique.56

An insufficient number of trajectories introduces an artific
excess of coherence between the coupled electronic st
The quantum treatment of the vibrational degrees of freed
that are more strongly involved in the fragmentation dyna
ics is important to overcome this limitation.

Our wave-packet calculations allow a detailed analy
of the role of the first collision with the cage and yield
probability for cage exit of the CN fragment of the order
2%. This result is in good agreement with the experimen
results of Cherguiet al.71 and represents the main differen
with previous theoretical results.67,58 Cage exit is shown to
occur during the first collision of the CN fragment with th
argon matrix. After the first collision with the cage, the r
sidual radial kinetic energy of ICN becomes too small
allow the CN fragment to get close enough to the ca
boundaries.

FIG. 7. Time dependence of averaged values of potential^V(t)&~–––! and
radial kinetic energieŝK(t)&~———!. The bars represent the dispersion
the results.
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APPENDIX

In the present work, the quantum HamiltonianHq was
written in the molecular frame of ICN (x,y,z) with the r
vector in itsxz plane. Nevertheless, while the nuclear qua
tum coordinatesR and u were propagated in this referenc
frame, the others degrees of freedom were all propaga
classically in the fixed frame of the matrix (x8,y8,z8).

The total angular velocityv at which the ICN molecular
frame turns is given by the sum of angular velocity vecto
that correspond to variations of the three Euler’s angles

v5vu
R8
1vf

R8
1vf8 , ~A1!

that are related tov Cartesian coordinates by85,86

vx5sinf8 u̇R82sinuR8 cosf8ḟR8 ,

vy5cosf8u̇R81sinuR8 sinf8ḟR8 , ~A2!

vz5cosuR8 ḟR81ḟ8.

Besides, the rotational kinetic energyT of a triatomic
molecule in a molecular frame in which ther vector is in the
xz plane can be expressed as

2T5v"I "v12I r u̇vy1I r u̇
2, ~A3!

where theI tensor is

I5S I R1I r cos2 u 0 2I r sinu cosu

0 I R1I r 0

2I r sinu cosu 0 I r sin2 u
D , ~A4!

with

I R5m I,CNR2,

I r5mCN r 2.
~A5!

Then, we can replace Eq.~A4! and~A2! in ~A3! to calculate
the conjugated momenta of Euler’s angles

Pu
R8
5

]T

]u̇R8
5~ I xxvx1I xzvz!sinf81I yyvy cosf8

1I rvu cosf8,

Pf
R8
5

]T

]ḟR8
5~ I xxvx1I xzvz!~2sinuR8 cosf8!

1I yyvy sinuR8 sinf81I zzvz cosuR8

1I rvu sinu8 sinf81Ixzvx cosuR8 ,
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Pf85
]T

]ḟ8
5I zzvz1I xzvx ,

~A6!

Pu5
]T

]u̇
5I r~vy1vu!.

Thus, by inversion of Eq.~A6!, we can obtain the com
ponents of the total angular momentum vectorJ in the mo-
lecular frame as

Jx5
]T

]vx
5I xxvx1I xzvz5Pu

R8
sinf82Pf

R8
cosf8

sinuR8

1Pf8 cotuR8 cosf8,

Jy5
]T

]vy
5I yyvy1I r u̇5Pu

R8
cosf81Pf

R8
sinf8

sinuR8

2Pf8 cotuR8 sinf8, ~A7!

Jz5
]T

]vz
5I zzvz1I xzvx5Pf8.

Finally, we can expressJ2 as:

J25Jx
21Jy

21Jz
25Pu

R8
2

1
1

sin2 uR8
~Pf

R8
2

1Pf8
2

!

22
cotuR8

sinuR8
Pf8Pf

R8
. ~A8!

We are interested now in a classical expression of
CN fragment angular momentumj in the body-fixed frame
with ther vector in thexz plane. We know that the quantum
mechanical expression of its Cartesian components87 is

j x52
\

i
cotu

]

]f8
,

j y5
\

i

]

]u
, ~A9!

j z5
\

i

]

]f8
5Jz .

The j projection on they axis is taken as zero becau
^Yj Vu ]/]u uYj V&50. Then, using quantum-classical corr
spondences we write the classical expression of the Carte
components ofj in the body-fixed frame

j x52cotu Pf8 ,

j y50, ~A10!

j z5Pf8 .

Finally, we can obtain an expression for the Corio
term j "J using Eqs.~A10! and ~A7!

j "J5Pf8
2

2cotu sinf8Pf8Pu
R8
1

cotu

sinuR8

3cosf8Pf8~Pf
R8
2cosuR8 Pf8!. ~A11!
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